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Presentation Overview

▼Cybersecurity

▼Cloud Recordkeeping

▼Email Surveillance

▼Disaster Recovery Plans



Cybersecurity

▼Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act

▼Regulation S-P

▼Regulation S-ID



January
2014

• The Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations (“OCIE”)
includes a focus on technology and cybersecurity preparedness in its
exam priorities.

April 2014

• OCIE issues risk alert on its cybersecurity initiative and announces sweep
exams.

February
2015

• OCIE issues initial observations from sweep exams.

• FINRA issues report on cybersecurity policies.

April 2015

• Division of Investment Management (“IM”) issues cybersecurity
guidance update.

September
2015

• OCIE issues second risk alert on its cybersecurity examination initiative
and announces second round of sweep exams.

• SEC releases first cybersecurity related enforcement action.



OCIE Guidance

▼Items OCIE may request during an examination:

▼ Inventory of devices

▼ Inventory of software platforms and applications

▼ Maps of network resources, connections, and data flows (including where
customer data is housed)

▼ Resources (hardware, data, software) prioritized for protection based on
sensitivity and business value

▼ Written information security policy

▼ Details regarding periodic risk assessments to identify cybersecurity threats,
vulnerabilities and potential business consequences

▼ Written business continuity plan that addresses cybersecurity incidents and
recovery from such incidents

▼ Insurance policies that specifically cover losses and expenses attributable to
cybersecurity incidents



IM Guidance

▼Written cybersecurity policy and rapid response plan tailored for the
nature and scope of the adviser’s business

▼ Appoint a Security Manager

▼ Identify sensitive data

▼ Prioritize critical needs

▼ Access rights and controls

▼ Data loss prevention

▼ Vendor management

▼ Training

▼Cybersecurity embedded into the firm’s compliance policies

▼ Identity theft

▼ Data protection

▼ Fraud

▼ Business continuity





Insurance Considerations

▼Only 21% of advisers examined as part of the OCIE’s National Examination
Program maintained insurance that would cover losses and expenses attributable
to cybersecurity incidents.

▼Cyber insurance can take two primary forms:

▼ First party coverage protects a company from costs that it incurs in
handling a data breach (credit monitoring, forensic investigation and
analysis).

▼ Third party coverage protects a company from claims by third parties,
typically clients who may have been affected by the breach (legal defense,
settlements, liability to banks for re-issuing credit cards, responding to
regulatory inquiries).



Insurance Considerations

▼Consider whether the terms of a commercial general liability policy would
cover claims involving cyber-attacks and loss of electronic data.

▼Carefully review any exclusions or conditions that may impact cyber
coverage.

▼Negotiate for the narrowest definition of “war” possible.

▼ Attacks by a foreign government?

▼ What if the U.S. government declares the attack an act of terror?

▼Consider if acts of god are covered in cyber or CGL policies.

▼ Data loss due to tornado, lightening, etc.









Three Pillars of Vendor
Management

Perform data
security

assessment
of the

vendor.

Negotiate
contract to
minimize

risk.

Train,
monitor,

audit,
remediate.



Third Party Vendor Considerations

• Industry Specific Experience • Internal Controls

• Retention and Disposal of Data • Disaster Recover Plan

• Breach Notification•
Procedures
Cybersecurity Policies and

• Insurance Coverage (Consider
asking to be named a third party
beneficiary on your vendor’s
policy)

• Privacy Policy

• Allocation of liability



Sample Terms of Service





Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act of 2015 (“CISA”)

▼Cyber threats like malware and phishing will often attack many targets at
once.

▼CISA promotes information sharing among private companies and
between private companies and the federal government. The goal is to
encourage companies to share information in real time regarding cyber
threat indicators.

▼Protecting consumers’ personal and financial information has been an
underlying concern.

▼Companies have been hesitant to share information regarding cyber
threats for fear of violating privacy regulations. CISA would provide safe
harbors to protect participating companies from litigation stemming from
voluntarily sharing of information.



Cloud Recordkeeping

▼Rule 204-2 under the Advisers Act allows advisers to maintain and preserve
records on electronic storage media.

▼Cloud computing is renting server space or access to software from a cloud
service provider.

▼Selection and management of Cloud service providers

▼ Industry specific experience?

▼ Experience with regulatory agencies?

▼Advantages of Cloud recordkeeping

▼ Cost savings

▼ Accessibility



Cloud Computing

▼Public, private or hybrid Cloud computing

▼ Assess the security platform that is right for your business.

▼Cloud Computing Categories

▼ SaaS is a desktop application designed for end-users.

▼ PaaS provides a platform to develop, run and manage applications.

▼ IaaS is a virtual data center in the cloud that has access to many of the
same technologies and resource capabilities of a traditional data center.



Software as a Service
(“SaaS”) Consume

Platform as a Service
(“PaaS”) Build

Infrastructure as a Service
(“IaaS”) Host





Cloud Recordkeeping

▼Cloud applications may introduce additional cyber risk because of the
elevated access and privilege levels the application is given.

▼Security Concerns

▼ How will your stored data be handled?

▼ Review privacy and cybersecurity policies

▼ Information security requirements

▼ Has the vendor had any breaches in the past?

▼ What is the breach notification procedure?

▼Ongoing monitoring

▼ Reliability and access to stored information



Email Surveillance

▼Written communications subject to recordkeeping requirements

▼ It may be difficult to archive and monitor certain activities, like text messages
and personal email accounts, advisers may want to consider whether it should
prohibit employees from using certain devices for business purposes.

▼Quality of Archive

▼Monitor to detect risks, prevent and correct violations of their compliance programs

▼ Code of Ethics, advertising restrictions, cyber threats and possible client
complaints

▼Run-key word searches periodically as well as flag certain terms or phrases

▼ “guaranteed performance,” “superior,” or “complaint”

▼Keep records of ongoing reviews and surveillance



Disaster Recovery Plans

▼Rule 206(4)-7 requires each adviser to adopt and implement written
policies and procedures reasonably designed to prevent the adviser from
violating the federal securities laws. A disaster recover plan should be
included in such policies and procedures.

▼Rule 204-2 includes a requirement that advisers maintain electronic
storage media in a way that would reasonably safeguard such media from
loss, alteration, or destruction.



Disaster Recovery Plan Considerations

▼ Address specific anticipated events

▼ Cyber-attacks, electrical failure or loss of other utility services, like cable phones

▼ Pre-arrange relocation plans and lodging for key staff

▼ Evaluate disaster recover plans of service providers and maintain up to date contact
information for such providers

▼ Data back up and recovery procedures

▼ Remote servers, laptop computers, Internet access and online trading platforms?

▼ Will someone have to physically retrieve the server from the firm’s original office
space in the days/weeks following the disaster?

▼ Client communications before, during and after business interruptions

▼ Insurance

▼ Ongoing reviews and testing of policies and procedures




